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Introduction

The following are the eight techniques selected for analysis:

• Deflecting Hammer- Straight Right Kick
• Thrusting Salute- Straight Left Kick
• Swinging Pendulum- Right Roundhouse Kick
• Detour From Doom- Right Round House Kick
• Hugging Pendulum- Right Thrusting Knife Kick
• Retreating Pendulum- Rear Cross Heel Kick
• Dance of Darkness- Straight Right Kick Right Punch
• Unwinding Pendulum- Straight Right Kick Right Punch

One of the most difficult things to do when faced with an attacker is to decide what weapons he
will employ - Hands, Feet, Knife, Bottle or Stick and how to react with the correct block or
defence in a split second.

The most important consideration initially must be range and environment. By using your
judgement and experience to gauge your attackers range, you can increase the distance between
you, which gives you time to decide on your defence, reduces your chance of injury and unsettles
your opponent by removing his advantage of intent and forethought.

As Mr. Parker said "Distance is your best friend".

This is known in Kenpo as Depth Perception which allows you to follow the logical sequence of
how I have been taught all of my techniques, the most important is the first one, followed by the
second and third.

The eight considerations or factors that must be followed in combat if you are to be successful
are :

• Environment
• Range
• Position
• Manoeuvres
• Targets
• Natural Weapons
• Block
• Cover

I have chosen eight techniques from our syllabus in order to show how Kenpo uses depth
perception and gauging footwork to prevent and eliminate the threat.



DEFLECTING HAMMER

1. Standing naturally, step back with your left foot toward 7:30 into a right neutral bow
stance (to move out of your opponent's Line of Attack), as you simultaneously execute a
right outside downward diagonal block against the outside of your opponent's right
kicking leg. Be sure to have your left hand check at your solar plexus during your block.
(Your opponent's body should turn slightly to his left when your block is properly
executed. Your block should, additionally, turn your opponent's width, and cause injury
to his leg.)

2. Without hesitation, and while still in your right neutral bow, shuffle forward "with" a left
sliding check down and onto your opponent's right elbow. (Make sure your left hand
checks your opponent's forward momentum as well as the width of his upper body.) At
the same time, your right hand and arm continue to circle, and will re-orbit (just as you
conclude your forward shuffle) into an inward horizontal elbow strike to your opponent's
face. (Your action should cause your opponent's head to snap back, and possibly drop
him to the ground.)

3. Just as you conclude your forward shuffle, execute a left sliding check down and onto
your opponent's right elbow simultaneously "with" a right inward horizontal elbow strike
to your opponent's face. The body momentum obtained from your shuffle, coupled with
the forward momentum of your opponent's reaction, not only adds to the effects of
borrowed force, but thoroughly checks your opponent's depth zone as well. (The effects
of both action should cause your opponent's head to snap back and possibly have your
opponent drop to the ground.)

Summary

The right kick is a fully committed kick where the attacker has all of his weight behind his attack
and should this make contact would cause serious injury.

By using depth perception you push drag back to 7.30 this creates distance, takes you out of the
line of attack. It also reduces the force of your opponents kick because you have created a
distance between you both. It is also a double check in that if the kick is low it is more likely to
run out of steam. As you move back and out of line your hammer strike causes an angle of
deflection and an angle of deviation. By jamming your opponents right arm as you shuffle
forward you meet his action (by meeting you beat) or possible action, and open him for your
right elbow which employs marriage of gravity and borrowed force to maximise your strikes.



THRUSTING SALUTE- Front Right Step Through Kick

1. Standing naturally, step back with your right foot to 4:30 (to get you out of the Line of
Attack) into a left neutral bow, as you deliver a left downward block to the inside of your
opponent's right kicking leg. Instantly recoil your left hand counter-clockwise into a
vertical position, to act as a positional check (hand open). (Your downward block should
deflect your opponent's right kicking leg out and away from you.) During this action,
your right hand cocks near your right hip (palm up and fist clenched).

2. Immediately execute a right front snap ball kick to your opponent's groin. (Do not be
surprised you if your opponent violently bends forward at the waist.)

3. Plant your right foot forward, toward 10:30, and into a right neutral bow (inside of your
opponent's right knee so that your right knee can check or buckle his right knee).
Simultaneous with the plant (while capitalising on your forward momentum and
gravitational marriage), execute a right torquing heel palm strike to your opponent's jaw,
as your left positional check relocates near your right rib cage. (This action should cause
your opponent's head to snap back, and possibly cause his entire body to move away
from you.)

4. Right front crossover, and cover out toward 4:30.

Summary

If you look at this technique as a left kick it may be viewed as a possible ‘what if’ ‘Deflecting
Hammer’. The same first move and block are used causing a angle of deflection and angle of
deviation and provides and angle of entry for your next strike if you deliver your left ball kick to
the groin just as your opponents leg lands, you stop his forward momentum and employ
borrowed force, then finish with a left heel palm to face, using marriage of gravity. Should your
hammer fist catch your opponents left leg slightly later and have a greater impact causing his
body to rotate more and making your kick more difficult, insert the finish of deflecting hammer
on the inside instead of the outside of your opponent, use your jamming move to open up and
square your opponent for the downward diagonal forearm strike, which borrows force and uses
marriage of gravity.



SWINGING PENDULUM- Front Right Roundhouse Kick

1. Standing in a right neutral bow, slide your left foot counter-clockwise toward 4:30 and
deliver a right inward block simultaneously with a left downward block (universal block)
against the inside of your opponent's right kicking leg. (Preferably the block should occur
at the knee, as this will open the width zones on your opponent's body.)

2. Shuffle (push-drag) forward toward 10:30, while remaining in a right neutral bow, and
simultaneously convert your right inward block into a right downward hammer-fist strike
to your opponent's groin, as your left hand checks high near his chest. (This will force
your opponent to bend forward at the waist.)

3. Again shift your left foot counter-clockwise toward 1:30 into a horse stance (facing 4:30)
as you CONTOUR up your opponent's chest with a right snapping obscure elbow strike
to his chin, and your left hand continues to check high. (This will snap your opponent's
head up.)

4. Right front crossover, and cover out toward 1:30.

Summary

I view this attack as a medium to high kick, a roundhouse kick gains power as it moves up the
circle reaching max. power at its apex, and begins losing power as it goes down the circle. In
Kenpo we are taught to move up the circle moving away from the power and target of the kick
into the Zone of Sanctuary. By using a universal block we cover the possible different heights of
the kick using upper and lower case motion employing economy of motion. This creates and
angle of disturbance as it strikes, upsetting the opponents balance, more than causing injury,
although that is also possible. It also provides angle of entry to your opponents groin which is
struck using borrowed force as he lands, by continuing up the circle you employ contouring, you
both check your opponents depth and expose his target and provide and angle of entry. You have
managed to cancel his height, width and depth by moving up the circle. Your opponent has gone
past the apex of his kick, going to an angle of no return, reducing further this ability to cause
injury or counter.



DETOUR FROM DOOM- Front Right Roundhouse Kick

1. While in a right neutral bow, quickly shift your left foot counter-clockwise (up the circle)
toward 4:30 into a right 45 degree cat stance. Simultaneously deliver a left downward
block to the inside of your opponent's right leg, as you thrust a right vertical punch to
your opponent's face. (This should injure your opponent's right leg as well, as drive his
face back.)

2. From your right 45 degree cat stance, deliver a right front snapping ball kick to your
opponent's groin. (Your opponent should bend forward at the waist.)

3. Plant your right foot toward 10:30 into a right neutral bow, immediately shifting into a
right forward bow. With this shift, simultaneously execute a left vertical punch to your
opponent's solar plexus, and a right horizontal forearm check to the top of your
opponent's arms. (Your opponent should bend forward at the waist.)

4. Deliver a right back knuckle strike to your opponent's stomach as your left foot begins to
shift counter-clockwise toward 3 o'clock into a right neutral bow (facing 9 o'clock. (Your
opponent bends further forward.)

5. Have your left hand hook downward on the back and left side of your opponent's neck as
you continue circling your right arm counter-clockwise, and deliver a right inward
overhead hammer-fist to the back of your opponent's neck at the moment you settle into
your stance. (Your opponent should drop to the ground.)

6. Execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 4:30.

Summary

I view this a lower kick, making it possible to block with your left arm rather than both. It may
also be because you anticipate your opponents intent sooner, by striking his face you prevent the
kick from gaining its maximum power, employing angle of deflection which beats his action by
meeting it, using borrowed force from his rotation to increase the impact of your strike, it also
causes an angle of disturbance. By moving up the circle you increase the reach of your punch.
This punch provides an angle of entry for your right groin kick and continuing up the circle
further checks height, width and depth, exposing vulnerable, vital targets, such as them mastoid.



HUGGING PENDULUM- Front Right Step Through Punch

1. While in a right neutral bow, shuffle back (push-drag) toward 7.30 as you deliver a right
hammering downward diagonal block on the outside of your opponents right kicking leg.
Have your blocking arm travel from 10.30 to 4.30. (this action should disturb you
opponents balance, injure his leg, inflict pain, and turn his body to his left).

2. Without delay, execute a left front crossover, cross your right hand (palm up) to your left
hip, and positionally check with your left hand. Immediately deliver a right knife-edge
kick to the inside of your opponents left knee. (This should buckle your opponents left
knee to the ground.)

3. As you plant your right foot forward into a right neutral bow, follow up with a right
outward horizontal back knuckle strike to your opponents right mastoid or temple. Arc
your strike to the right and return with a right inward horizontal hooking heel palm claw
to the left side of your opponents face. Maintain a bend in your right elbow throughout
your action. (Your opponent should fall to the ground.)

4. Execute a right front crossover, and cover out toward 7.30.

Summary

The first move is very similar to deflecting hammer but against a different type of kick. Once
again you create distance and move off line of attack, creating an angle of deflection with your
hammer fist, the body of the calf muscle is exposed more in this type of kick which will cause
extreme pain to your opponent. By using an angle of efficiency created by your first moves you
can strike your opponent in very vulnerable target, i.e. rear of left knee - possibly smashing the
knee cap and mastoid - which may cause unconsciousness, these targets are being struck with
huge force by use of marriage of gravity and directional harmony. This technique also shows
how well Kenpo employs fitting of your natural weapons to the vital targets which are being
struck.



RETREATING PENDULUM- Front Right Thrusting Heel Kick
Executed with either a Right Step Through or a Left Rear Crossover

1. While in a right neutral bow, have your right foot execute a rear crossover toward 6.0c
into a left front twist stance (facing 12.0c). Simultaneously deliver a right downward
diagonal block to the outside of your opponents kicking leg, as your left hand checks next
to your right shoulder. (This should disturb your opponents balance, injure his leg, inflect
pain, and cause his body to turn to his left).

2. Immediately deliver a right knife-edge kick to your opponents left inner knee. (His left
knee should buckle to the ground.)

3. Plant your right forward toward 12.0c into a right neutral bow, as your left hand checks
high (near your right armpit). Simultaneously with this action (while taking advantage of
GRAVITATIONAL MARRIAGE), execute a right inward overhead hammerfist across
the right side of your opponents neck. (Your opponent should drop to both knees.)

4. Pivot to your left into a right reverse bow, and deliver a right back scoop kick to your
opponents groin. Your right leg is between your opponents legs at this point. You may
have to drag your left foot toward your right foot to assure proper distance for your back
scoop kick.

5. Plant your right foot back into a right reverse bow between your opponents legs, as you
use the right reverse bow to buckle the inside of your opponents right leg. (This should
drive your opponent, face down,to the ground.)

6. Execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 7.30.

Summary

In this case your opponent using a rear crossover to close the distance before delivering this kick,
we match this footwork neutralising his gain in distance. Your hammer fist block strike will
cause angle of deflection and open an angle of entry to rear and left of opponents. Your range
from kick to delivering your own kick is shorter then Hugging Pendulum and use of the ground
to push-off will increase speed and power of your kick, it also increases marriage of gravity of
both your kick and hammer fist to mastoid. When you opponents drops to his knees it creates and
angle of incidence, maximising results, and opening an angle of efficiency of your right scoop
kick to his groin.



DANCE OF DARKNESS- Front Right Kick & Right Punch Combination

1. While standing in a right neutral bow, your opponent executes a right front kick toward
your abdomen. Have your right foot step back of your left foot toward 6 o'clock into a
left front twist stance (facing 12 o'clock) as you execute a right outside downward parry
(open hand) to the outside of your opponent's right leg. Have your left hand positionally
check at your solar plexus.

2. As your opponent follows through with a right punch toward your head, step forward
with your right foot (toward 11 o'clock) into a right neutral bow to the outside of your
opponent's right leg (while looking at 12 o'clock). As you step forward, execute a double
parry to the outside of his right arm (left inward parry at the wrist or forearm, followed by
a right outward parry at or above the elbow).

3. Have your left foot step around as well as behind your opponent (between 10 and 11
o'clock) into a transitory left neutral bow with your hands cocked (chambered) in "cup
and saucer" fashion at your left hip. Continue the flow of your action as you pivot
clockwise into a right close kneel (facing 4:30). As you pivot into your close kneel,
execute a right outward back knuckle strike with a left vertical punch combination to
your opponent's right kidney and right ribs (or left kidney and spine, depending on
opponent's response), respectively. (Your right hand is on the bottom to act as an
immediate check if necessary.) (This should stun your opponent.)

4. Immediately have your left hand grab your opponent's right shoulder. As you firmly pull
down on your opponent's right shoulder (to control his Height Zones) simultaneously
thrust a right vertical back knuckle strike to your opponent's right temple. (This should
daze your opponent.)

5. Execute a left front crossover sweep (toward 4:30) to your opponent's right leg. As you
sweep, drop your right punching hand into a small counter-clockwise loop and execute a
right two opponent's left eye. Your left hand should be checking on top of or near his
right shoulder. (This should temporarily blind your opponent.)

6. Utilising the principle of Object Obscurity circle your left checking hand around and
under your right arm so that it tracks along the outside of your right arm to strike as a left
two-finger eye poke to your opponent's left eye. This poke is executed at the moment
your left foot plants from the crossover sweep. Your right hand should now be
positionally checking. (This poke should cause intense pain.)

7. From your right rear twist stance pivot clockwise and borrowing from the momentum of
your rotation execute a right leg sweep (again toward 4:30) and buckle the back of your
opponent's right leg. Your right leg first strikes his right leg while bent and then
straightens to accentuate the force. (Your opponent should fall to the ground with his
head near 10:30, as you settle into a left forward bow facing your downed opponent.)



8. Execute a right "retarded ball kick" to your opponent's jaw. (This should further daze
your opponent as you employ the principle of fitting.)

9. Retrieve your right foot (gauging leg) and plant it to the right side of your opponent's
body (below his armpit), and, while turning clockwise, execute a left side thrusting knife-
edge kick to your opponent's face.

10. From the Point of Contact of your left kick, execute a left front crossover and double
cover out toward 4:30.

Summary

Although this technique comes in high on our syllabus, it seems to bring us right back to the
beginning at Deflecting Hammer. However, this time, maybe the opponent is more skilled
delivering his kick slightly higher and then following with a right punch. So, not the wild man
kick of deflecting hammer, which was fully dependent on impact for success, now maybe a more
experienced opponent. The other consideration could be we are more skilled now and making
more effective use of depth perception and gauging skills.

The kick is aimed at abdomen level, your rear crossover into transitory twist stance provides
distance but leaves you in the line of attack. Using a parry instead of a block causes more of an
angle of disturbance than and angle of deflection, this is used because you now employ reverse
motion by pushing off the ground. You move towards your opponent while parrying his right
punch. Your parries allow you to ride the force of your opponents weapons and position yourself
in an obscure angle, opening up vulnerable targets from behind your opponent. This is another
way of taking the advantage away from your opponent reducing the power of his weapons and
placing him in a vulnerable position. From this position you can attack vital targets e.g. the
mastoid nerves at the side of the eye socket, eyeball on both left and right sides.

We now use rotational forces and buckle our opponent providing and angle of entry for a shovel
kick to the chin and blade to the side of the face.



UNWINDING PENDULUM- Front - Right Kick & Right Punch Combination

1. While you are in a right neutral bow, your opponent executes a right kick toward your
groin. Have your right foot slide back toward 6 o'clock into a left front twist stance
(facing 12 o'clock) as you execute a right downward block to the outside of your
opponent's right leg. Simultaneous with this block have your left hand cock slightly
above your solar plexus in preparation for a left inward block. (This should turn your
opponent slightly to his left.)

2. As your opponent follows up with a right punch, pivot clockwise (180 degrees) into a left
neutral bow (facing 12 o'clock) while executing a left inward block to the outside of your
opponent's right arm (preferably at the elbow). Have your right arm hang naturally along
your right hip and thigh during this manoeuvre. (This action, combined with the previous
block, should result in turning your opponent so that his back faces you.)

3. Immediately execute a right front crossover sweeping kick to the back of your opponent's
left knee. (This should buckle as well as force your opponent's left leg to spread apart
from his right leg.)

4. Have your right foot plant forward into a right front twist stance as you execute a right
underhand claw to your opponent's groin from the rear. As you strike have your left hand
horizontally check your opponent's arms at his elbows. (Your opponent should bend
forward at the waist.)

5. Pivot counter-clockwise (180 degrees) and within the same flow of action execute a right
back scoop kick to the front of your opponent's groin.

6. From the Point of Contact of your right scoop kick have your right foot plant back and
toward 11:30 (between your opponent's legs) so that your right leg converts into a right
reverse bow to buckle the inside of his right leg.

7. Simultaneous with this buckle execute a right outward heel palm strike to your
opponent's left kidney. Your left hand should positionally check the back of your
opponent's waistline. (This should snap your opponent's head back.)

8. Now execute a switch by having your right leg slide alongside and to the right of your
left leg. Immediately pivot counter-clockwise and have your left leg slide back into a left
reverse bow (toward 10:30) to buckle the inside of your opponent's left knee. As you
execute the buckle, execute a left outward elbow strike to theback of your opponent's
head. Simultaneous with this action thrust a right inward heel palm strike to your
opponent's right kidney. (The simultaneous strikes should cause your opponent to fall
backwards before the effects of your strikes are felt.)

9. Execute a left front crossover toward 7:30 and rotate counter-clockwise into a transitional
twist stance as you deliver a left outward whipping inverted middle-knuckle strike to



your opponent's right temple. (This strike is used to further disorient your opponent.)

10. Have your right foot step through toward the direction of 7:30 and double cover out in the
same direction.

Summary

A very similar attack kick maybe slight lower and more committed. This time the use of the
hammerfist is employed which creates an angle of deflection which we follow with 180° turn
and block the following right punch. You initial retreat created distance and then your unwind
from twist creating rotational power for the block. Your opponent is turned more as a result of
the more powerful blocks exposing different targets to Dance of Darkness. By using angles of
efficiency, the buckles position our opponent in a manner not unlike a snooker player tracking
his next shot. We are also using obscure angles to devastating effect.



IN CONCLUSION

The Kenpo Karate system is a thinking mans Martial Art. It provides the tools to a very effective
and sensible defence system. You can become a D.I.Y. enthusiast or a skilled tradesman, the
choice is yours, only limited by your interest, effort and determination.

It is not a Martial Art that lays down hard and fast rules which must be adhered, questions are
encouraged, tailoring is encouraged, examinations of how things are done is encouraged. This
means it is not about turning out machines, but providing a system you can use from the very
beginning to defend yourself, but also intricate enough that you can spend the rest of your life
studying and never have all of the answers. As Mr. Parker’s says "for every principle, move,
strike, block there is an opposite and reverse".

I realise should I be successful in attaining Black Belt status, I will really only be beginning to
learn about this wonderful system.

Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to thank those without whom I would not be at this
stage of my Kenpo career, in particular, Mr. Edward Downey, my instructor, I had trouble
moving my left foot back while moving my right hand forward. (some would say that hasn’t
changed much). He has been a fantastic instructor, of unquestionable abilities, forever there and
always willing to help and encourage at every stage. He has not only shared his knowledge but
has exposed me to a wide variety of the highly skilled and principled people in Kenpo Karate :-
such as, Professor John Sepulveda who moves with incredible power and speed and who
communicates in a manner that enables the most complex of principles easy to absorb and
understand. Mr. Jeff Speakman who shares his experience with us regularly and brings different
ideas every time.

Mr. John Burgess has spent endless hours drilling me and asking hard questions of me, polishing
techniques and improving areas which need work giving of his time unselfishly. John’s speed
and power and incredible, his ability to tailor techniques is amazing. I consider John a very good
friend and we have often discussed Kenpo outside of the club in a more relaxed environment.
For your effort and patience "Thankyou". Mr. Richard Burgess, is someone who has played a big
part in my training over the years, always giving a different perspective to my Kenpo.
Darren Mahony, Ed Maher and Martin Hoey, my main training partners, thanks for the support
and effort, I really appreciate it and all those that are around when you need it.

I would like to mention my wife Gabrielle who has supported me in my training and even was
prepared to dummy for techniques and listen to my interesting insights into Kenpo on a very
regular basis . She assures me she really enjoys this aspect of my training . We have four
children to keep us busy never mind the commitment required to get this far. So thank you, it
means a lot.

I feel we are very fortunate in the club in having a depth of talent and blend of individuals that
will ensure the continued success of the club and the association.



GLOSSARY OF TERMS

ZONES OF PROTECTION - This involves shielding three main zones on your body -- height
(or horizontal), width (or vertical) and depth. Also refer to OBSCURE ZONES, the OUTER
RIM THEORY and the QUADRANT ZONE THEORY

DIRECTIONAL HARMONY - Having all of your action moving in the same direction. This
principle aids in obtaining maximum results. It is a requirement when executing BODY
MOMENTUM that residually triggers BACK-UP-MASS

ZONES OF SANCTUARY - Dead areas of space where you can position yourself for
protection. As an example, if we were to snugly fit a circle within a square we would find the
corners of the square untouched. These untouched areas are called ZONES OF SANCTUARY,
or areas outside the range of a natural weapon where one can take refuge, and not be touched. If
the circle represented the path of a swinging club, taking refuge in the properly selected corner
would prevent you from being hit. This area of refuge is therefore a ZONE OF SANCTUARY.

JAMMING - Methods that employ blocking, pushing, nudging, striking, etc. to crowd or force
your opponent's natural weapons back and against their pivotal joints to prevent them from
moving or functioning. JAMMING can also be accomplished by forcing an opponent's limb
against other parts of his anatomy

CONTOURING - This concept involves using the outline of your or your opponent's body as a
homing device or guide to accomplish certain feats. The concept is divided into two basic
categories -- methods that employ (1) body contact, or (2) non-body contact. Under body contact

ANGLE OF EXECUTION - Any angle which, when an attack is executed, produces maximum
results. Refer to ANGLE OF CONTACT.

MARRIAGE OF GRAVITY - by borrowing his force to enhance the effectiveness of your
kick.

ANGLE OF CANCELLATION - A controlled angle which places an opponent in a precarious
position, thus minimising or even nullifying the use of his weapons. Prior to control, the angle
could be created by directly meeting the force, employing total collision, or triggered by a partial
angle of deflection by either meeting or riding the force.

ANGLE OF DEFLECTION - (1) That increased angle caused by a block, parry or otherwise,
which widely gaps the weapon from the target. (2) The concept that the sooner you meet point
"X" (the point of contact) the greater point "Y" (the distance of your opponent's weapon from
you) will be. The concept is "to beat action, meet it." It is always best to meet your opponent's
attacking weapon at a distance from you. The further the point of contact (point "X") is from
you, the greater the miss (point "Y") will be from your face or body.
ANGLE OF DELIVERY - The position from which one's natural weapons may be executed
with accuracy, efficiency, and effectiveness.



ANGLE OF INCIDENCE - The angle which a weapon, when delivered, strikes perpendicular
or at a right angle to the target or surface intended, to bring about maximum results.

BORROWED FORCE - An opponent's force which is used against him. This can be
accomplished by going with the opponent's force, or on occasion, going against his force. The
concept allows your opponent's force to enhance the effectiveness of your action.

CRITICAL DISTANCE - Crucial distance that can place you or your opponent within striking
range. THIRD STAGE OF RANGE known as CONTACT PENETRATION

ANGLE OF DISTURBANCE - That angle which, when a move is executed, does not
necessarily injure, but rather upsets an opponent's balance.

ANGLE OF EFFICIENCY - Refers to (1) the positioning of your feet and/or body whereby the
alternatives in terms of weapon availability are increased proportionately; (2) The positioning of
one's body to make a particular attack more operative or effective.

ANGLE OF ENTRY - Any degree, or path (angle) of approach, whether linear or circular in
execution, that allows you or your opponent access to specific targets. The path of approach can
be executed horizontally, diagonally or vertically from any direction.

SHORTENING THE CIRCLE - Your opponent's kick gains power as it moves UP THE
CIRCLE, reaches maximum power at its APEX, and finally loses power as it moves DOWN
THE CIRCLE. By moving UP THE CIRCLE, you are simultaneously reducing the effect of his
kick, and repositioning yourself for a more powerful strike.
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